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Abstract� In this article we exhibit certain projective degenerations of smoothK� surfaces
of degree �g�� in Pg �whose Picard group is generated by the hyperplane class�� to a union
of two rational normal scrolls� and also to a union of planes� As a consequence we prove
that the general hyperplane section of such K� surfaces has a corank one Gaussian map� if
g � 		 or g � 	�� We also prove that the general such hyperplane section lies on a unique
K� surface� up to projectivities� Finally we present a new approach to the classi
cation of
prime Fano threefolds of index one� which does not rely on the existence of a line�
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Introduction

Let C be a stable curve of genus g� There is a natural map �C � called the Gaussian map
�or Wahl map� associated to C�

�C �
��
H��C��C�� H��C���

C � ���
C �
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which is de�ned� in local coordinates� by sending fdz � gdz to �f �g � fg���dz��� �Note that
the target is just H��C����

C � if C is smooth�� J� Wahl 	Wa
 has shown that if C is the smooth
hyperplane section of a K� surface of degree �g � � in Pg� then the Gaussian map cannot
be surjective see also 	B�M
� More generally� F� Zak has shown that if the canonical curve
C is k�extendable� then the corank of the Gaussian map for C is at least k �see 	B�E�L
��
Moreover� the corank of the Gaussian map for C governs the dimension of the tangent space
to the Hilbert scheme at points representing cones over hyperplane sections of varieties to
which C extends�

Thus the study of the Gaussian map for C leads naturally to information concerning vari�
eties whose curve section is the canonical image of C� namely K� surfaces� Fano threefolds�
etc�� and their Hilbert schemes� In this paper we are concerned with the following main
questions� What is the corank of the Gaussian map for the general curve C which is the
hyperplane section of a K� surface� What consequences can we draw for Fano threefolds
from the knowledge of this corank�

Concerning the �rst question we prove that� if g � �� or g � ��� then the general canonical
curve which is the hyperplane section of a K� surface� and which generates the surface�s
Picard group� has a Gaussian map with corank one �Theorem ����� In genus ��� we prove
that the general such curve has a Gaussian map with corank two �Proposition �����

For genus g � �� and g � ��� the general curve has a surjective Gaussian map �see
	C�H�M
�� For g � � and g � �� the corank of the Gaussian map for the general curve
has been studied in 	C�M�
� In genus ��� F� Cukierman and D� Ulmer have shown that the
corank of the Gaussian map is four for the general hyperplane section of a K� surface�

These results can be applied to the Hilbert scheme for K� surfaces and Fano threefolds�
Our main results concerning K� surfaces are that� if g � �� or g � ��� then a general
hyperplane section of a K� surface �whose Picard group is generated by the hyperplane
class� lies on only one such surface� up to projectivities� This generalizes a result of S� Mukai
	Mu
� In low genera we give a new proof of a result of S� Mori and S� Mukai �see 	M�M
� to
the e�ect that the general curve of genus at most � or equal to �� lies on a K� surfaces�

Turning to the Fanos� these techniques give a new approach to the classi�cation of prime
Fano threefolds which avoids completely the question of the existence of lines and the method
of double projection� First we recover the sharp genus bound for prime Fanos� namely� that
such Fanos exist only if g � �� or g � ��� Then we prove that for these genera� the Hilbert
scheme of prime Fanos is reduced and irreducible� and a dense open subset of it represents
those prime Fanos which have been classically exhibited by Fano �in genus up to ��� and by
Iskovskih �in genus ����

Returning to the question of the corank of the Gaussian map for hyperplane sections of
K� surfaces� previous partial results in this direction were obtained by C� Voisin 	V
 her
results indicate that the corank of the Gaussian map is at most three for a general curve on
a K� surface of high enough genus�

Our method for the proof of the corank one theorem is a degeneration technique� similar
in spirit to that of 	C�H�M
 in that the degenerate curves are suitable graph curves� In
that work� the only di�culty is to produce graph curves with surjective Gaussian map by
the general theory graph curves are limits of smooth curves� and by the semicontinuity one
obtains the surjectivity for the general smooth curve�

In this work the degeneration is quite a bit more tricky to construct� Firstly� we must
produce graph curves with corank one Gaussian map� and then we must show that these
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particular stable curves are limits of hyperplane sections of K� surfaces �with Picard group
generated by the hyperplane section�� We are therefore led to degenerating not only the
curves but also the K� surfaces themselves� to suitable con�gurations of unions of planes�
whose hyperplane sections are then the desired graph curves�

Thus the technical part of our proof is in producing the appropriate projective degener�
ations of K� surfaces� We found it convenient to make the degeneration in two steps� We
�rst show that the general union of two rational normal scrolls �each of degree g � � in Pg��
meeting transversally along a smooth anti�canonical elliptic curve� can be smoothed to a K�
surface which has Picard group generated by its hyperplane class� This is described in Sec�
tion �� and uses standard deformation�theoretic arguments� We consider this an embedded
version of an abstract Type II degeneration of K� surfaces� as described in 	Ku
 see also
	BGOD
� This degeneration� which to our knowledge has not been used or systematically
constructed previously� is interesting in its own right in that it provides a purely algebraic
construction of the component of the Hilbert scheme of such K� surfaces� It is known by
transcendental methods that this component is unique� but it would be interesting to provide
an algebraic proof�

Secondly we show that the union of the two scrolls can be degenerated to a suitable union
of planes �whose dual complex is a decomposition of the sphere with a cubic graph as its ��
skeleton�� The particular unions of planes are described in Section �� and enjoy the property
that the general hyperplane section are graph curves �a union of lines� having a corank one
Gaussian map� The degeneration is constructed in Section � by projective methods it is
driven by a suitable degeneration of the elliptic double curve and certain linear systems on
this curve which induce the scrolls� We consider this an embedded version of an abstract
Type III degeneration of K� surfaces� as described in 	Ku
�

Such degenerations are also of independent interest in general it is not known whether a
given con�guration of planes can be smoothed� In particular we do not know whether any
con�guration of planes� whose dual complex is a decomposition of the sphere with a cubic
graph as its ��skeleton� is a degeneration of a K� surface� Our work suggests that this is
the case under certain extra hypotheses �see the end of Section ����� but we only produce a
series of examples in this article� one for each genus�

In Section � we use the degenerations constructed in the previous sections to draw the
conclusions about the Gaussian maps described above� In this section we also make the
applications to K� surfaces and Fano threefolds described above�

The authors would like to thank the University of Rome II� the C�N�R�� and Colorado
State University for making the completion of this project possible�

�� Deformations of the Union of Two Scrolls to Smooth K� Surfaces

���� Smooth Elliptic Curves� g���s� and Rational Normal Scrolls� Before proceeding
to the main part of the section� we need to recall some basic properties of elliptic normal
curves and rational normal scrolls� Let E be a smooth elliptic normal curve of degree g � �
in Pg� Let L be a g�� on E� The union of the secants to the members of L forms a rational
normal scroll RL� which is a surface of degree g � � in Pg� Moreover E is an anti�canonical
divisor in the scroll RL� Conversely� every rational normal scroll containing a smooth elliptic
normal curve E can be constructed in this manner� Moreover� the general scroll is obtained
in this way�
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In our situation we are considering the union of two scrolls which meet along an ellip�
tic normal curve E� Given the above� we want to consider both of these scrolls as being
determined by �di�erent� g���s on E� The following Lemma shows that the simultaneous
construction of the two scrolls is well�behaved�

Lemma ���� Let g be at least �� and let E be an elliptic normal curve of degree g�� in Pg�
Let L� and L� be two distinct g���s on E� Let R� and R� be the corresponding scrolls� Then
R� and R� meet only along E� and meet transversally along E�

Proof� The theorem is obvious for g � �� so we may assume g � �� First we remark that
E has no ��secant ��planes indeed� given any three points of E� the system of hyperplanes
through the � points cuts out on E a complete linear series of degree at least �� and therefore
has no base points�

Now suppose that there is an intersection point p of R� and R� outside E� There is at
least one line from each of the scrolls through p� and these are di�erent since the g���s are
di�erent these two lines would span a ��plane� which is ��secant to E�

A similar argument shows that the intersection is transverse one replaces p by the in�nitely
near point of tangency to E at a supposed point of non�transversality�

���� The Deformation Theory for the Union of Two Scrolls� In this section we will
prove the following theorem�

Theorem ���� Fix g � �� and let R� and R� be two smooth rational normal scrolls each of
degree g � � in Pg� Assume that the two scrolls meet transversally along a smooth elliptic
normal curve E of degree g � �� which is anticanonical in each scroll� Then the union
R � R� � R� is a �at limit of a family of smooth K� surfaces of degree �g � � in Pg� which
is represented by a reduced component Hg of the Hilbert scheme of dimension g� � �g � ���

We note that the existence of an anticanonical smooth elliptic curve in each of the two
scrolls almost implies they are general� Indeed� in even genus they are both forced to be
isomorphic to F� � and in odd genus they are isomorphic either to F���� P�	P�� or to F� �

For the proof of the Theorem we need to introduce the T � sheaf for the union R of the
two scrolls� Recall that T � is de�ned by the sequence

�� TR � TPgjR � NR � T � � ��

and for a variety with normal crossings� as R is� this sheaf T � is locally free of rank one on
the singular locus� By 	F
� we have the computation

T � �� NE�R�
�NE�R�

�����

where E is the double curve� In our case each sheaf NE�Ri
is locally free rank one� of degree

� therefore T � has degree ���
For our purposes we need the following�

Lemma ���� The sheaf T � is isomorphic to the cokernel of the inclusion NX � NRjX�
where X is either R� or R��
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Proof� A local computation shows that the cokernel F in question is locally free of rank one
on the double curve E� Consider the diagram

TPgjR � NR � T � � �



� NRjX
� 


TPgjX � NX �

where the horizontal and diagonal rows are exact� The commutativity of the pentagon shows
that T � surjects onto F � Since both are locally free rank one� this surjection must be an
isomorphism�

Theorem ��� is� in turn� a consequence of the following�

Lemma ��	� With the notation of Theorem ���� one has

�a� H��NR� � H��NR� � �� and
�b� dimH��NR� � g� � �g � ���

Proof� Because of the transversality� the normal sheaf NR is locally free� We begin with the
proof of �a�� We have the exact sequence

� � NRjR�
��E�� NR � NRjR�

� ��

so that it su�ces to show that if we set X � R� or R�� then

Hj�NRjX� � Hj�NRjX��E�� � � for j � �� �������

From the Lemma ���� to prove ������ it therefore su�ces to prove

Hj�NX� � Hj�NX��E�� � � for j � �� �� and�����

Hj�T �� � Hj�T � �OX��E�� � � for j � �� �������

Proof of ���� From the Euler sequence

� �OX �OX���
g�� � TPgjX � ��

it follows that H��TPgjX� � H��TPgjX� � �� Note also that H��TX� � �� since

H��TX�
� �� H����

X � �X� � H����
X��E��  H����

X� � ��

Then� from the normal bundle sequence

�� TX � TPgjX � NX � �

we see that Hj�NX� � � for j � �� ��
By twisting the Euler sequence by OX��E�� and remarking that

H��OX��� �OX��E�� �� H���X���� �� H��OX�����
�
� ��

we see that H��TPg��E�jX� � � By twisting the normal bundle sequence by OX��E�� we
deduce that H��NX��E�� � ��
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Dualizing the normal bundle sequence and taking cohomology� we see that

H����
X� � H��N�

X� � H����
Pg
jX�

�
� H����

X��
k k k
� C C

�

Note that the map � is injective� since its image is the span of the class of the hyperplane
section of X in H����X�� Therefore

H��NX��E�� �� H��N�
X�

�
� ker� � ��

proving ������

Proof of ���� Of course since T � is supported on E� the H��s vanish� Moreover since
deg�T �� � ��� H��T �� � �� Finally deg�T ��OX��E�� � �� so that H��T ��OX��E�� � ��
This �nishes the proof of ������ and therefore of statement �a� of the Lemma�

We now turn to the proof of statement �b� of the Lemma� We have that

dimH��NR� � ��NR�

� ��NRjX� � ��NRjX��E��

� ��NX� � ��T �� � ��NX��E�� � ��T � �OX��E��

� g� � �g � �� � ��NX��E��

� g� � �g � �� � ��TPgjX��E�� � ��TX��E��

� g� � �g � �� � �g � ����OX��� �OX��E��� ��OX��E�� � ��TX��E���

Riemann�Roch on the surface X computes ��OX��� �OX��E�� � � and ��OX��E�� � ��
whereas ��TX��E�� � ���X � TX� � ����

X� � �� This �nishes the proof of statement �b��
and the proof of the Lemma�

Note that we have as a by�product of this analysis the following�

Corollary ��
� The natural map from H��NR� to H��T �� is surjective�

Proof� First note that since H��NX� � � �for X � R� or R��� we have a surjection from
H��NRjX� to H��T ��� by Lemma ���� Therefore it su�ces to show that H��NR� surjects
onto H��NRjX�� which is a consequence of ������

Proof of Theorem ���� Because H��NR� � �� R is represented by a smooth point h in the
Hilbert scheme� Therefore R belongs to a single reduced componentHg of the Hilbert scheme
of dimension dimH��NR� � g���g���� by Lemma ���� By Corollary ���� a general tangent
vector to Hg at h represents a �rst�order embedded deformation of R which smooths the
double curve� Therefore the general point in Hg represents a smooth irreducible surface S�

Since H��OR� � H��OR���� � � �R is Cohen�Macaulay�� the same is true for S� Since
the hyperplane section of R is a stable canonical curve of genus g� the general hyperplane
section of S is also a smooth canonical curve� This shows that S is regular� and has trivial
canonical bundle� Therefore S is a smooth K� surface�
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���� The Picard Group of the General Smoothing� In this subsection we want to
identify the componentHg of the Hilbert scheme which we have discovered as the component
containing the unionR of the two scrolls� We will prove in this section that the general surface
represented by a point in Hg has its Picard group generated by the hyperplane class�

De�nition ����� A prime K� surface of genus g is a smooth K� surface S of degree �g� �
in Pg such that Pic�S� is generated by the hyperplane class�

Theorem ����� With the assumptions of Theorem ���� the general point of the component
Hg of the Hilbert scheme containing the union R of the two scrolls represents a smooth prime
K� surface of genus g�

Proof� The argument is essentially the same as that given in 	G�H
 and we will only outline
the main steps� We �rst note that we may assume that the two g���s on E �giving rise to
the two scrolls R� and R� of R� and the hyperplane class on the double curve E are linearly
independent in Pic�E��

Now consider a general �at family St degenerating to R� parametrized by t in a disc �
the total space of this family in Pg	� is a singular threefold� with ordinary double points
at the �� points fpjg corresponding to the zeroes of the section of T � determined by the
�rst�order embedded deformation�

Suppose now that we have a line bundle Wt on the general �ber� We will assume for
simplicity that Wt is rationally determined� namely that there is a line bundle on the total
space restricting to Wt on the general �ber� If this is not the case� one can make a further
base change and achieve this� at the cost of complicating somewhat the singularities of the
total space� This is easily handled� and goes exactly like the argument in 	G�H� Appendix
C


Now make the total space S for the family smooth� by making a small resolution of each
of the �� double points� This we can do in such a way that the central �ber S� is the union
of the scroll R� and the ���fold blowup �R� of R� each of the �� exceptional curves Ei for
the double point resolutions become �����curves in �R�� The two surfaces R� and �R� still
meet transversally along E�

We have two natural bundles on the total space S� namely the hyperplane bundle H
and the bundle M � OS� �R��� We claim that Pic�S�� is freely generated by the restriction
H� and M� of these two bundles� If this is true� then we may �nish the proof as follows�
Take the line bundle W on the total space which restricts to Wt on the general �ber� By
twisting W appropriately with multiples of H and M � we may assume that W restricts
to H� on the central �ber� Because the general �ber is a K� surface� the dimension of
H��Wt� is numerically determined� and so is constant over the entire family in particular�
h��Wt� � h��H�� � g� �� Hence if � is the map from S to �� we have that ��W is a trivial
bundle of rank g � � on �� Moreover Wt has no base points� since the limit H� has none�
Therefore a general section of ��W provide us with a �at family of smooth curves in Pg of
degree �g� � degenerating to a general section of H� on the central �ber� which is a general
hyperplane section of the union R� This limit is a canonical curve in Pg� hence so is the
general member� Therefore the general member of the linear system for Wt is a canonical
curve� which is a hyperplane section hence Wt is the hyperplane bundle�

Alternatively� the degeneration argument shows that Wt � Ht � �g � � if Wt is not
isomorphic to Ht� then the complete linear series cut out by Wt on Ht has degree �g� � and
dimension at least g� This is forbidden by Riemann�Roch� showing that Wt

�� Ht�
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To �nish we must prove the claim that Pic�S�� is freely generated by H� and M�� Now
Pic�S�� �� Pic�R��	Pic�E� Pic� �R��� that is� a line bundle on S� is determined by line bundles
on each component agreeing along the double curve� Let Hi be the hyperplane class for Ri

�and �R� if i � ��� and let Fi be the class of the �ber in Ri� Note that Fi restricted to E
gives the corresponding g���

We have Pic�R�� generated by H� and F�� and Pic� �R�� generated by H�� F�� and the
�� exceptional classes Ej� Suppose that we have the two classes a�H� � b�F� on R� and

a�H� � b�F� �
P

j cjEj on �R� which agree on the double curve E� Then

a�HE � b�g
�
��� � a�HE � b�g

�
��� �

X
j

cjpj

must hold in Pic�E�� By a standard monodromy argument �see 	G�H� Sublemma on page
��
�� all of the coe�cients cj must be equal� say to c� Note that

P
j pj � �HE � �g� ��g�����

�g� ��g����� by ������ As noted above� since we are able to choose the g���s so that they� along
with H� are independent� we see by equating coe�cients� we have a��a� � �c� b� � ���g�c�
and b� � �g � ��c� This proves that Pic�S�� depends freely on the two parameters c and a��
The bundle H� is that given by c � � and a� � � the bundle M� is given by c � � and
a� � ���

A priori there are many components to the Hilbert scheme of prime K� surfaces of genus
g� and what the above theorem shows is that our componentHg is one of them� However� the
transcendental theory for K� surfaces assures us that in fact there is only one component for
the Hilbert scheme of primeK� surfaces of genus g� which we will call the prime component�
�All other components of the Hilbert scheme of K� surfaces of degree �g � � in Pg have the
Picard group of the general member generated by a proper submultiple of the hyperplane
class�� Thus we know that our component Hg is the �unique� prime component but except
where explicitly noted� we will not use this fact�

�� The Union of Planes and the Graph Curves

In this section we will describe the union of planes to which we will degenerate K� surfaces
in the component Hg� The general hyperplane section of the union of planes is a union of
lines� and both the union of planes and the union of lines are conveniently described by
a graph� Indeed� these curves have been studied previously in several papers� �see 	B�E
�
	C�H�M
� and 	C�M�
� and have been referred to as graph curves�

���� Graph Curves and Unions of Planes� First let us brie�y recall the graph curve
construction� A graph G is simple if it has no loops or multiple edges it is trivalent if each
vertex lies on exactly three edges� Given a simple trivalent connected graph G� one forms
an abstract stable curve CG by taking a smooth rational curve for each vertex of G� and
connecting them transversally at one point as the edges of G indicate�

Since G is trivalent� there is an integer g such that G has �g� � vertices and �g� � edges�
This number g is also the dimension of H� of the graph� and is the arithmetic genus of the
graph curve CG�

A connected graph G is n�edge�connected if the removal of less than n edges never discon�
nects G� �Hence ��connected simply means connected ��connected means that there are no
 disconnecting! edges of G�� Recall that if G is ��edge�connected� then the canonical map
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for the graph curve CG embeds CG into Pg��� 	B�E
 the components of CG go to straight
lines�

Now suppose that the trivalent graph G is embedded in the plane� giving not only vertices
and edges� but also faces� Using Euler�s formula� one sees that there are g � � faces in
this decomposition of the plane� It is elementary to see that if G is simple� trivalent� and
��edge�connected� then for each vertex� the three adjacent faces are di�erent we assume this
from now on�

Given the ��edge�connected planar graph G� we form a union of ��planes in P
g as follows�

Take g � � independent points in Pg� and give a ��� correspondence between these points
and the faces of the decomposition� Each vertex of G lies on three faces� which are then
associated to three independent points in Pg� generating a ��plane� The union of these ��
planes over all vertices of G will be denoted by SG� although it depends not only on the
graph G but also on the planar embedding�

We want to have the situation that the line intersections of the planes of SG are exactly
encoded by the edges of G� This is the case if and only if G is ��edge�connected �see 	C�M�
��
I�e�� if G is ��edge connected� �as we will assume from now on�� then two planes of SG intersect
along a line if and only if the corresponding vertices of G are joined by an edge�

Note that a general hyperplane section of SG is a canonically embedded CG� Moreover�
arithmetically� the surface SG is a K� surface namely� the Hilbert function is that of a
smooth K� surface embedded in Pg� This is seen by remarking that SG is arithmetically
Cohen�Macaulay 	C�M�� Lemma ����
� and has a stable canonical curve as its hyperplane
section�

���� Examples of Planar Graphs� Now we will present examples of ��edge�connected
trivalent planar graphs� which give us via the preceding constructions� both unions of planes
and graph curves� embedded in projective space� We give one example for each genus g at
least �� and we denote that graph by Gg the corresponding graph curve will be denoted by
Cg� and the union of planes by Sg�

The Odd Genus Case� Suppose that g � �n � � is odd� Form a trivalent planar graph
G�n�� � Gg with �g � � � �n vertices fv�� � � � � v�ng� There are �g � � � �n edges of G�n���
which can be described as follows� The vertices v�� � � � � vn are arranged in a cycle� giving n
edges similarly� the vertices vn��� � � � � v�n lie in a cycle� giving �n additional edges �nally�
the vertices v�n��� � � � � v�n lie in a cycle� giving n more edges� All of these �n edges are
distinct� The edge vi� for � � i � n� is connected to the vertex vn��i�� this adds n more
edges to the graph� Similarly� the vertex vi� for �n � � � i � �n� is connected to the vertex
v�i�	n� giving the �nal n edges to the graph G�n���

This graph G�n�� is planar� as can be seen from the following construction� Begin with
n points in the plane forming an n�gon these will be the vertices fv�� � � � � vng� Attach n
pentagons to the boundary of this n�gon� each meeting the original n�gon in one edge� and the
neighboring pentagon on either side in one edge� Finally attach n additional pentagons� each
meeting two of the previous set of pentagons� and again meeting the neighboring pentagon
on either side in one edge� We refer the reader to Figure ��

The Even Genus Case� The graph in the case that g is even is obtained from the graph
Gg�� constructed above by adding two vertices and one edge� One of the two additional
vertices is added on the edge joining vertex � to vertex n the other is added on the opposite
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side of the central n�gon� on the edge joining vertex 	�n � ����
 to vertex 	�n � ����
� The
added edge joins these two additional vertices�

This graph is also planar the construction is similar to the odd genus case� One begins
instead with two polygons� one with 	�n� ����
 sides� and one with 	�n� ����
 sides� joined
at one side� The union of the two form an �n � ���gon with one interior edge� Attach n
pentagons to the boundary of the �n����gon� with exactly two of the pentagons having one
of their edges covering two of the edges of the �n � ���gon� which the interior edge meets�
Finally attach n additional pentagons� as in the odd genus case� We refer the reader to
Figure �� Note that in this construction g � �n � �� Also note that the numbering of the
vertices is slightly di�erent than in the odd genus case�

In the next section we will describe a deformation of the surface Sg to a union of two
rational normal scrolls� Each of the scrolls degenerates to exactly half of the �g � � planes�
We will now describe the two sets of g�� planes to which the scrolls individually degenerate�

Recall that the vertices of the graph Gg correspond to the ��planes of Sg� Therefore we
may describe the desired subset of planes by indicating which of the vertices correspond to
that subset� We will refer to one subset of g � � vertices as the A subset� and the other as
the B subset we will refer to the corresponding union of planes by SA and SB respectively�
We again have two cases� depending on the parity of the genus g�

The Odd Genus Decomposition� Recall here that g � �n � �� so that each subset A
and B consist of �n vertices� We set�

A � fv�� vn��� � � � � v�n��� v�n��g� and

B � fv�� � � � � vn� v�n��� v�n� v�n� v�n��� � � � � v�n��g�

The Even Genus Decomposition� Recall here that g � �n � �� so that each subset A
and B consist of �n � � vertices� We set�

A � fvn��� v�� vn��� vn��� � � � � v�n� v�n��g� and

B � fv�� v�� � � � � v
�n������� vn��� v
�n������� � � � � vn� v�n��� v�n��� v�n��� v�n��� v�n��� � � � � v�ng�

The reader may consult Figure � for a representation of these decompositions�
The order chosen above for the subsets A and B may seem a bit strange however they

are such that in that order� the vertices for both subsets form a path in the graph Gg� Since
the vertices form a path� the corresponding sets of planes SA and SB are arranged also
in a path� with each plane meeting two others along lines� except the �rst and last� This
con�guration is again Cohen�Macaulay� and the hyperplane section is a degenerate form of
a rational normal curve� namely is a union of g � � straight lines in Pg��� Hence each of the
con�gurations SA and SB of planes is numerically a rational normal scroll� in the sense that
it has the same Hilbert function�

Of course� the union SA�SB is the total con�guration Sg� The two con�gurations intersect
along a cycle of lines the number of lines is g��� We have drawn on Figure � a dotted path
separating the two subsets of vertices A and B this path cuts the graph in exactly those
edges which correspond to the lines in which the con�gurations SA and SB meet� Since the
path meets each face exactly once� this set of g�� lines forms a cycle through the coordinate
points of Pg which were chosen to correspond to the faces of the planar decomposition� In
particular� this intersection is a cycle of lines which is maximally embedded� and forms a
degenerate elliptic normal curve in Pg of degree g � ��
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It is useful to have in mind the way in which the separate con�gurations SA and SB of
planes are put together� This we show in Figure �� for the odd genus case� Note that the
numbering of the planes is of course the numbering of the corresponding vertices�

For later use� an alternative description of these unions of planes will be needed� The
intersection of the two chains of planes� as noted above� forms a cycle of g�� lines� Number
these �modulo g��� in order around the cycle� and denote them therefore by 	�� 	�� � � � � 	g���
Also number the intersection points of these lines in a standard way� so that they are denoted
by pj� where pj � 	j � 	j���

Now note that each plane in the con�gurations is the span of either two intersecting lines
	j and 	j�� �this is the case for the planes at the ends of the chains� or is the span of a line
	j and a point pk� Thus to describe the con�gurations one can simply give these spanning
sets� This we now do for the con�guration SA in the odd genus case� assuming that the lines
are numbered as indicated in Figure ��

Table One
Plane Span of
� 	�� 	�n��

n� � p�� 	�n��

n� �i� � � i � n� � pi� 	�n���i

n� �i� �� � � i � n� � p�n�i� 	i��

�n� � pn��� 	n
�n� � 	n��� 	n��

�� Degenerations of the Union of Two Scrolls to the Union of Planes

In this section we will describe a deformation of the union of planes Sg� which were
constructed in the previous section� to a union of two rational normal scrolls� As mentioned
above� each of the con�gurations SA and SB will be smoothed to a scroll care must be taken
that this is possible in such a way that the intersection curve also deforms correctly�

Let us denote the two scrolls by RA and RB RA degenerates to SA and RB to SB� The
intersection of the scrolls will be a smooth elliptic normal curve which is an anti�canonical
divisor in each scroll this intersection curve will degenerate to the cycle of lines which is the
intersection of the SA and SB con�guration of planes� Our �rst step is to reduce the analysis
of the degeneration to these intersection curves�

The construction of scrolls as the secants to a g�� on an elliptic normal curve as described
in Section ��� reduces our degeneration construction to the construction of an appropriate
degeneration of the elliptic normal curve� along with the degeneration of the two g���s�

���� Cycle Degenerations of Elliptic Normal Curves� Let us next discuss the degen�
eration of an elliptic normal curve which we will use� For every integer k � �� there is an
abstract degeneration of smooth elliptic curves to a cycle of k rational curves� namely the
degeneration denoted by Ik in Kodaira�s original construction �see 	Ko
�� The total space of
this degeneration is a smooth surface Tk� mapping to the disc �� and the general �ber of the
map is an elliptic curve� The central �ber is a cycle of k P��s� each of self�intersection ���
This degeneration is unique in the sense that any two such degenerations are isomorphic in
a neighborhood of the central �ber� Moreover� one can arrange the isomorphism to identify
one component of the central �ber of one with any component of the central �ber of the
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other� and also to make the identi�cations of the two cycles in any of the two orderings for
the cycle�

Suppose that k � g � �� Choose any g � � of the k components of the central �ber of the
degeneration Tk� In addition� choose g � � sections of the map to �� each meeting one of
the chosen g � � components� These sections give a divisor of degree g � � in each �ber of
the map to �� and the corresponding linear system embeds the �bers into Pg as projectively
normal curves� giving a map� de�ned over �� from Tk to Pg 	�� The smooth �bers go to
elliptic normal curves of degree g � � in Pg� The central �ber goes to a cycle of g � � lines
which span Pg� In particular� each of the g � � components which are met by the g � �
sections map to one of the lines in the cycle the k � g � � components not meeting any of
the sections are contracted �to rational double points of type A��

���� The Degeneration of the g���s� For the degeneration of the g���s� we need to view a g��
on an elliptic curve not as a linear system but as a ��� branched cover of P�� With this point
of view� a degeneration of a g�� becomes a double covering of an appropriate degeneration of
P��s� This idea is essentially the notion of  admissible coverings!� in a very special case�

Firstly we present the relevant construction of such degenerations of P� and the double
covering� Start with a trivial family P�	�� �� Blow up in the central �ber m� � times�
creating an abstract degeneration Pm of P� to a chain of m P��s the ends of the chain are
both �����curves� and the interior members of the chain are all �����curves� In order to
have a double covering of Pm whose general �ber is elliptic� the branch locus must meet the
general �ber in � points� Choose a smooth ��section B which meets the central �ber only in
the two end components� and meets each of these twice� Let Dm�B� be the double covering
of the surface Pm it is a smooth surface� mapping to �� and is a degeneration of elliptic
curves�

There are two cases for the behavior of the branch curve B at the two ends of the chain�
B could either meet the end component at two points transversally� or B could be tangent
to the end component� Moreover either of these cases can happen at either end of the chain�
This gives rise to three cases�

�i�� The branch curve B meets both end components transversally at two points each�
In this case the double coveringDm�B� is a degeneration of elliptic curves isomorphic
to T�m��� Each of the interior m � � components of Pm splits into disjoint curves�
and the two end components are doubly covered by a single component�

�ii�� The branch curve B meets one component transversally at two points� and is tangent
to the other component at one point�
In this case the double coveringDm�B� is a degeneration of elliptic curves isomorphic
to T�m��� Each of the interior m � � components of Pm again split� and the end
component which B meets transversally is also doubly covered by a single compo�
nent� However the other end component to which B is tangent also splits� into two
components meeting transversally at the point lying over the point of tangency�

�iii�� The branch curve B is tangent to both end components�
In this case the double coveringDm�B� is a degeneration of elliptic curves isomorphic
to T�m� Each of the interior m� � components of Pm again split into disjoint curves�
while the two end components to which B is tangent split into two curves which meet
transversally as above�

The double covering Dm�B� � Pm induces an involution on each �ber of Dm�B� over
�� On the central �ber� this involution becomes a correspondence between the components�
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In case �i�� the components which cover the end components carry a self�involution the
other components split into two chains �of length m � ��� and the involution on the �ber
makes a correspondence between the two chains of components� In case �ii�� only the single
component of Dm�B� covering the component of Pm which meets the branch curve B in two
points carries a self�involution the remaining �m�� components are paired� Finally� in case
�iii�� the �m components are all paired� in two chains of m components� starting and ending
with the components covering the end components of Pm�

These three situations lead us to de�ne the following notion�

De�nition ���� Let C be a cycle of smooth rational curves of length k� An allowable double
correspondence on C is one of the following data�

�i�� If k is even� with k � �m� �� one gives a component of C� its  opposite! component
on the cycle� and a correspondence between the remaining two chains of components
which associate components with the same distance from the two chosen components�
In particular� if one numbers the components Ci around the cycle so that the chosen
components are C� and Cm� then in the two chains� the components Ci and C�m�i

are associated�
�ii�� If k is odd� with k � �m��� one gives a component of C� and a correspondence between

the remaining components which associates components with the same distance from
the chosen component� In particular� if one numbers the components Ci around the
cycle so that the chosen component is C�� then the components Ci and C�m�i�� are
associated�

�iii�� If k is even� with k � �m� one gives a partition of the components of C into two chains
of length m� and a correspondence between these chains� which associate components
with the same distance from one of the two vertices of the cycle in which the two
chains intersect� In particular� if one numbers the components Ci around the cycle
so that the �rst component on one of the two chains is C�� then the components Ci

and C�m�i�� are associated�

We remark that most of this data is actually determined by a single choice� In case �i��
if one chooses one of the components of the cycle C� then the opposite component and the
correspondence between the remaining components are all determined� Similarly in case �ii��
it su�ces to choose a single component� and in case �iii�� a single vertex�

It is obvious that for the degenerations of the g���s which we constructed above� each case
in the construction �that is� each case for the branch locus B�� gives the corresponding
allowable double correspondence on the central �ber� Moreover� we have a converse to this
construction�

Proposition ���� Let X � � be an Ik degeneration of elliptic curves� that is� X is a smooth
surface mapping to the disc � with general �ber an elliptic curve and with central �ber a
cycle of k P

��s� each having self�intersection ��� Suppose that on the central �ber there is
given an allowable double correspondence� Then X is isomorphic 	in a neighborhood of the
central �ber
 to Dm�B� for the appropriate m and B� in such a way that the allowable double
correspondences coincide�

Proof� By the uniqueness of the Ik degenerations� we know that X � � is isomorphic
to Dm�B� � � for the appropriate m and B� Moreover� as we mentioned above� given
isomorphic Ik degenerations� one can arrange the isomorphism to make any two components
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correspond� By adjusting the components which are associated via the isomorphism� we may
clearly make the two allowable double correspondences to coincide�

���� Admissible Projective Embeddings of Degenerations of g���s� In this subsection
we will combine the ideas in the previous subsections and explain how� in certain cases� with
a degeneration of g���s and a suitable projective embedding� one can see the degeneration of
the induced rational normal scrolls to a union of planes�

The complete situation is the following� Suppose we are given an Ik degeneration of elliptic
curves X � �� abstractly isomorphic to the Tk degeneration� with k � g � �� In addition�
suppose that exactly g � � of the components of the central �ber have been chosen� which
induces a cycle degeneration of X into Pg	� as described at the end of subsection ���� the
g�� chosen components survive in the limit to form a cycle of lines� Finally we assume that
an allowable double correspondence has been given on the central �ber of X�

By Proposition ���� we have a degeneration of g���s on X� which gives us on the general
�ber Xt of the map to � a g�� determining a rational normal scroll Rt in Pg	 ftg� This is a
�at family of surfaces over the punctured disc� and we want to understand the limit of these
scrolls in Pg�

While this question is interesting in general� in our application we need only to understand
some particular cases for the relationship between the choice of g � � surviving components
and the allowable double correspondence� These we describe next�

De�nition ���� A choice of g � � surviving components is compatible with an allowable
double correspondence on the central �ber of a Tk degeneration of elliptic curves if and only
if the following conditions are satis�ed�

�a� In case �i� or �ii�� no component which carries the self�involution can be one of the
g�� surviving components� that is� these end components must be contracted in the
map to projective space�

�b� In the two chains of components which are paired in the allowable double corre�
spondence� the �rst component to survive �on either side� is paired with a surviving
component on the other chain�

�c� Except for these two pairs of surviving components� no other surviving component is
paired with a surviving component�

This de�nition is exactly that which makes the analysis of the limit of the scrolls rather
transparent�

Proposition ���� Suppose that a set of g�� surviving components is chosen on the degen�
eration Tk � �� which is compatible with an allowable double correspondence� Then the �at
limit of the rational normal scrolls Rt is the union of g � � ��planes� which are spanned by
the following�

�
� For each of the two pairs of surviving components as in 	b
 above� these components
are mapped to lines which meet at one point� therefore they span a ��plane� which is
part of the limit�

��� For each of the other g � � surviving components� which map to a line� the paired
component is contracted to a point not on that line� this point and line span a ��
plane� which is part of the limit�

Proof� Since the scroll is determined as the union of secants to the general g��� the limit
of the scrolls will contain the secants to the limit g��� Recall that in our situation the
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degeneration of the g���s is obtained by the double covering of the central �ber� as in the
example Dm�B� � Pm� By de�nition� the secants in the limit are made between points of
the cycle on Dm�B� which map to the same point in the double covering� Therefore� in the
limit� the secants are made between points of the paired components in the allowable double
correspondence�

When neither of a pair survives� we have no ��dimensional contribution to the limit� When
both survive� as in case �
�� we clearly obtain the plane spanned by the components� When
exactly one of the pair survives� as in case ���� we again have the plane spanned by the
surviving component and by the point to which the contracted component is mapped�

The union of these obvious g � � ��planes contained in the limit is a reducible surface
composed of a chain of ��planes� and is arithmetically a rational normal scroll� that is� it has
the same Hilbert function as a rational normal scroll� This proves that this union of planes
is exactly the �at limit of the scrolls Rt�

���� Examples� In this subsection we will exhibit the degeneration of the union of two
scrolls in Pg to the union of �g� � planes� in the con�guration of the planar graphs given in
the examples of Section �� Our method will be to give a Tk degeneration of elliptic curves�
together with a choice of g � � surviving components� and two di�erent allowable double
correspondences on the central �ber� which are both compatible with the choice of surviving
components� By Proposition ���� this induces two di�erent degenerations of scrolls through
the general elliptic curve� both of which degenerate to planes in a well�controlled manner�
We will show that the limit is exactly the union of the planes SA�SB which we desire� Since
the g���s in the limit are di�erent� the g���s on the general �ber must be di�erent� and hence

the two scrolls R
���
t and R

���
t in the general �ber will meet transversally along the general

elliptic curve by Lemma ����

The union of the planes SA�SB is indeed the �at limit of the two scrolls R
���
t and R

���
t � In

fact� both SA �SB and R
���
t �R���

t have the same Hilbert function� namely that of a smooth
K� surface of degree �g � � in P

g�

Theorem ��	� For each g � �� the union of �g � � ��planes Sg described in Section � is
a �at limit of a union of two rational normal scrolls� meeting transversally along a smooth
elliptic curve� which is anti�canonical in each scroll�

As noted above� to prove the Theorem it is su�cient to exhibit the appropriate allowable
double correspondences� which are compatible with a choice of g � � surviving components
on some Tk degeneration of elliptic curves� The construction naturally breaks up into the
odd and even genus cases� and we will treat these separately�

The Odd Genus Case� Recall that in this case we set g � �n � � now also set k �
�g � � � �n� �� This is the length of the cycle before the embedding into projective space�
Number the components around the cycle from � to k � �n � �� consecutively� As noted
above we must give the g � � � �n surviving components� as well as two di�erent allowable
double correspondences� which will give us the A and B con�gurations of planes in the limit�
Let G be the set of indices of the surviving components� Then in this case�

G � fn � �� n � �� n� �� n � �� � � � � �n � �� �n � �� �n � �� �n � �� �n � �� � � � � �n� �g�

Now we give the two allowable double correspondences� which we also denote by A and
B� The numbering has been chosen so that A is the pairing of component j with component
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�n � � � j�

A � j � �n� �� j

this is the numbering used to describe case �iii� of the allowable double correspondence
de�nition� in fact� The other allowable double correspondence B is also of type �iii�� and is
the pairing of component j with component �n� � � j mod �n� ��

B � j � �n � �� j mod �n� ��

Let us check that G is compatible with A we will leave the analogous proof for B to
the reader� Firstly� both A and B are of type �iii�� so condition �a� of De�nition ��� is
automatic� Secondly� the �rst surviving components on the two chains of A at one end are
indexed n�� and �n��� and these are paired similarly� at the other end� the �rst surviving
components are indexed �n � � and �n � �� and these are paired� Thus condition �b� is
satis�ed� Finally� the indices of the interior components which survive on one side are all of
the form n� odd number � and these are paired with components whose indices are of the
form �n� even number  no such component survives in G� Thus condition �c� of De�nition
��� is also satis�ed� and we have shown that G is compatible with A�

If we renumber the surviving components from � to g � � � �n � �� simultaneously
numbering the vertices in the standard way� then the planes of the limit of theA g��� according
to Proposition ��� clearly form the con�guration SA described in Section � �in particular� in
Table One� for this genus� The same is true for the B g��� it has as the limit the con�guration
SB� This completes the proof of Theorem ��� in the odd genus case�

The Even Genus Case� Recall that in this case we set g � �n � � now also set k �
�n � �	�n� ����
 � ��� This is the length of the cycle before the embedding into projective
space� Number the components consecutively around the cycle from � to k � �� We must
again give the g�� � �n�� surviving components� as well as two di�erent allowable double
correspondences� which will give us the A and B con�gurations of planes in the limit� Let G
be the set of indices of the surviving components� Then in this case�

G � f	�n� ����
� 	��n � ����
� 	��n� ����
� 	��n � ����
� 	��n� ����
� � � � � 	��n� ����
�

�	��n� ����
� �n � �	��n � ����
 � ��

�	��n� ����
� �	��n � ����
 � �� �	��n� ����
 � �� � � � �

�n� �	�n� ����
 � 	�n� ����
 � ��� �n � �	�n� ����
 � 	�n� ����
 � ��g

Now we give the two allowable double correspondences� which we also denote by A and
B� The numbering has been chosen so that A is the pairing of component j with component
k � j�

A � j � k � j mod k

note that � is self�paired� and is the only such index� so that A is of type �ii� in the allowable
double correspondence de�nition� The other allowable double correspondence B is also of
type �ii�� and is the pairing of component j with component �	��n � ����
� j mod k�

B � j � �	��n � ����
� j mod k�

We leave to the reader in this even genus case to check that G is compatible with A and
B� and that the limit con�guration of planes is exactly the union SA � SB for this genus�

This completes the proof of Theorem ����
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As a consequence of Theorem ���� Theorem ���� and Theorem ����� by combining the
deformations of the planes to the two scrolls� and then the deformation of the two scrolls to
the K� surfaces� we have the following�

Corollary ��� For each g � �� the union of planes Sg described in Section � is a �at limit
of smooth prime K� surfaces of genus g� and in particular is represented by a point of Hg�
Therefore� the graph curve Cg� which is the general hyperplane section of the union of planes
Sg� is a �at limit of hyperplane sections of such smooth prime K� surfaces of genus g�

These examples suggest that� in general� if the union of the �g � � planes determined by
a planar graph can be decomposed into two sets of g � � planes� each of which form a chain
of planes� then the union can be smoothed to a union of two scrolls�

��	� Remarks for Low Values of the Genus� Actually� for low genus� it is not di�cult
to degenerate smoothK� surfaces to unions of planes� whose dual graph is planar� For g � ��
for example� one has the quartic surface degenerating to the union of the four coordinate
planes in P�� Also for g � �� �� the general smooth K� surface is a complete intersection�
and the degeneration to the union of planes is straightforward�

Up to genus �� we have also the following construction� There are smooth K� surfaces in
this range� obtained by intersecting a cone over a Del Pezzo surface with a general quadric�
If one allows the Del Pezzo surface to degenerate to a cone over a cycle of lines� and the
quadric to degenerate to a union of hyperplanes� then the smooth surface degenerates to a
union of planes� whose dual graph is a  prism!� that is� consists of two cycles of vertices
joined in series� �In genus �� the smooth K� surfaces are not prime� but they are prime for
genus up to ���

Since the analysis is trivial in genus less than �� we now present another alternate degen�
eration in genus � and �� taken from the planar graphs introduced in 	C�M�
� These graphs
give graph curves with the minimal possible corank of the Gaussian map� which is neither
the case for the prism graphs� nor for the graphs G� and G� and therefore it is interesting
to note that the corresponding unions of planes are limits of K surfaces�

For completeness we set �G�� �G�� and �G to be the planar graphs depicted in 	C�M�� page
���
� The graph �G� is a prism over a pentagon� and can therefore be smoothed as described
above�

For the union of planes �G�� we return to the construction via the degeneration of the
elliptic curve and the two g���s� Set k � ��� and consider the Tk degeneration of elliptic
curves� numbered in order around the cycle from � to ��� The set G of surviving components
is

G � f�� �� �� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��g�

The allowable double correspondence giving the A set of planes is of type �iii�� and pairs
component j with component �� � j mod ��� The allowable double correspondence giving
the A set of planes is of type �i�� with the components � and �� being self�paired� and
otherwise pairs component j with component � � j mod ���

For the union of planes �G� we set k � ��� and consider the Tk degeneration of elliptic
curves� numbered in order around the cycle from � to ��� The set G of surviving components
is

G � f�� �� �� �� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��g�

The allowable double correspondence giving the A set of planes is of type �ii�� and pairs
component j with component �� � j mod �� component �� is self�paired� The allowable
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double correspondence giving the B set of planes is also of type �ii�� with component ��
being self�paired� and otherwise pairs component j with component �� j mod ���

The reader may check that these are compatible allowable double correspondences� and
give as the limit of the two scrolls� the union of planes described by the graphs �Gj � for
j � �� �� Indeed� the reader may reconstruct these graphs now from the data given above�
by working out the union of planes�

Finally we remark that the graph given in 	C�M�
 for genus � is the same as the G� graph
of this paper�

�� Applications to Gaussian Maps� K� Surfaces� and Fano Threefolds

���� The Corank One Theorem for g � �� and g � ��� Let C be a stable curve� There
is a natural map

� �
��
H���C�� H����

C � ���
C �

de�ned for a smooth curve in local coordinates by ��fdz � gdz� � �f �g � fg���dz���
Note that the corank of the Gaussian map is semi�continuous in moduli� Indeed� the

question is local on the compacti�ed moduli space Mg� and so one may work over the
Kuranishi family for the stable curve� In this case� by constancy of dimensions and standard
base change theorems� the domain and range of the Gaussian map �t together to form a
vector bundle over the base� and the map is a map of bundles� The semi�continuity follows�

Wahl 	Wa
 has shown that a canonical curve which is the hyperplane section of a K�
surface cannot have a surjective Gaussian map �see also 	B�M
�� Using the degeneration
techniques developed in this article� we can make this theorem more precise� Let Hg be the
component of the Hilbert scheme of K� surfaces of degree �g � � in Pg which degenerate to
the union of two scrolls� as described in Theorem ����

Theorem ���� Suppose that g � �� or g � ��� Let S be a K� surface of degree �g � � in
Pg represented by a general point in Hg� Then the general hyperplane section C of S has a
Gaussian map with corank exactly one�

Proof� First we remark that since the corank of the Gaussian map is semi�continuous� and it
cannot be surjective by Wahl�s result� it su�ces to prove the theorem for a single stable curve
C which is the limit of general hyperplane sections of such K� surfaces� For this purpose
we use the graph curves Cg� which are the hyperplane sections of the union of planes Sg
introduced in Section �� These are limits of such K� surfaces� as we have shown in Corollary
���� The Gaussian maps for such graph curves have been the subject of several papers by
the authors� In particular� in 	Mi
� it is shown that each of these graph curves� in genus ��
or genus at least ��� have a corank one Gaussian map� This is also proved in 	C�F
� where
a more systematic study is made and more general results are obtained� In any case this
computation completes the proof of the Theorem�

L� Ein has communicated to us an alternate approach to the corank one theorem� His
approach would �rst prove the surjectivity of the relevant Gaussian map de�ned on the K�
surface itself this would imply that every smooth hyperplane section would have a corank
one Gaussian map� not simply the general one� His technique requires a decomposition of
the hyperplane bundle which seems di�cult to realize in low genera� However Ein�s approach
gives sharp results for hyperplane sections ofK� surfaces which are re�embedded via Veronese
maps� We intend to treat this in a forthcoming paper�
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���� The Cases of Genus Twelve and Ten� In genus ��� the general curve has a surjec�
tive Gaussian map �see 	C�H�M
�� For the graph curve C�� constructed in this article� and
which is a limit of K� sections by Corollary ���� the Gaussian map has corank two� by the
computations presented in 	CF�
� Therefore by semi�continuity� the general K� section in
genus �� has corank either one or two� In fact it is two�

We require a lemma�

Lemma ���� Let C be a general hyperplane section of a general prime K� surface of genus
g� with g � �� If k � �� then H��NC��k�� � �� If g � �� then H��NC����� � �� if g � ��
then dimH��NC����� � �� When k � �� we have dimH��NC����� � g � �C � where �C is
the corank of the Gaussian map for C�

Proof� For k � �� H��NC��k�� � � since the ideal of C is generated by quadrics� For k � ��
a computation on the graph curves introduced in this paper �namely those associated to the
graphs �Gg for g � �� � and the graphs Gg for g � �� shows that H��NC����� � � for g � ��
The computation is exactly that of 	C�M�� Theorem ���
 in fact� this space is zero for any
graph curve associated to a graph which is not a prism� The genus � case was also computed
in 	C�M�� Theorem ���
� and the above statement follows from semi�continuity� The �nal
statement concerning H��NC����� is 	C�M�� Proposition ����a�
�

Proposition ���� The general hyperplane section of a K� surface of degree �� in P
�� rep�

resented by a general point in H�� has corank two Gaussian map�

Proof� We must only show that the general such hyperplane section cannot have corank one�
By 	Mu
� the generic prime K� surface of genus �� is the hyperplane section of a smooth
Fano ��fold� �This is true in lower genera also we discuss this in general below�� Therefore
the general K� hyperplane section C is ��extendable� i�e�� is a codimension two linear section
of a smooth variety� If the corank of the Gaussian map for C is one� then by Lemma ��� we
have H��NC����� � � and dimH��NC����� � g��� These are the hypothesis of a theorem
of Zak"L�vovsky �see 	L
 or 	B�E�L
�� which concludes that C cannot be ��extendable� Since
this is a contradiction� we see that the corank of the Gaussian map must be two�

By 	C�U
� the general hyperplane section of a prime K� surface of genus �� has a corank
� Gaussian map� Using the techniques of this paper� it might be possible to prove� by
exhibiting an example of such a curve� that the corank of the Gaussian map for the general
prime K� section of genus �� was at most four� We have been unable to construct an
appropriate planar graph curve of genus �� with corank � Gaussian map� We leave this as
an open problem� to �nd such a graph curve�

The cases of lower genera� in particular g � � and g � ��� are discussed rather fully in
	C�M�
�

Note that the above statements rely on the transcendental theory for K� surfaces� which
is used to insure that our component Hg is the prime component�

���� The Family of K� Sections� Let Hg be the component of the Hilbert scheme of K�
surfaces of degree �g � � in Pg which degenerate to the union of two scrolls� as described in
Theorem ���� In this and the next section we will invoke the transcendental theory and refer
to this component Hg as the Hilbert scheme for prime K� surfaces of genus g�

Let Fg be the  �ag Hilbert scheme! parametrizing pairs �S�C�� where S is represented
by a point of Hg and C is a stable hyperplane section of S� Finally let Cg be the Hilbert
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scheme of degenerate stable canonical curves of genus g in P
g� which of course all live in

some hyperplane� Note that

dimHg � g� � �g � ���

dimCg � g� � �g � �� and

dimFg � g� � �g � ���

We have natural maps p � Fg � Cg� and q � Fg � Hg� In this subsection we will study some
properties of the map p� We will �x the genus g to be at least � the lower genera are those
of complete intersections� and all of the analysis is trivial�

First let us compute the dimension of the general �ber of p� By standard deformation
theory �see 	Kl�
 or 	Kl�
�� the tangent space to the �ber at a point �S�C� is isomorphic to
H��NS � IC�S�� where NS is the normal bundle to S and IC�S is the ideal sheaf of C in S�

We apply this remark to the pair �X�C�� where C is a general point in the image of p�
�i�e�� C is a general prime K� surface section�� and X is a general cone over C� Since any
projectively Cohen�Macaulay surface �atly degenerates to a cone over its hyperplane section�
X is indeed represented by a point in Hg and the pair �X�C� by a point �x� c� in Fg�

For the cone X� H��NX� �� �k��H
��NC��k�� hence the tangent space to the �ber of p

at the point �x� c� is isomorphic to �k��H
��NC��k���

Hence� using Lemma ���� the tangent space to the �ber of p at �x� c� has dimension g��C
for g � �� and is at most �� for genus ��

Now the discussion breaks into several cases� First assume that � � g � �� or g � ���
In this case we have an upper bound for the corank of the Gaussian map� by the graph
curve computations made in 	C�M�
 this gives� by the above Lemma� and semi�continuity�
an upper bound for the dimension of the general �ber of p� The answer �see 	C�M�� Theorem
���
 is that the �ber dimension is at most �� � g� Hence in this range� we have that p is
surjective in particular� the general �ber dimension is exactly �� � g� and the inequality
above in the genus � case is an equality� The surjectivity of p is also proved in 	M�M
� in a
di�erent manner�

We notice that� even ignoring the transcendental theory� one has that Hg is the only
component of the Hilbert scheme of K� surfaces which surjects onto Cg� as proved in 	C�M�
�

Next assume that g � ��� For this range� we know that the corank of the Gaussian map is
one for the general curve C in the image of p� by Theorem ���� Hence the tangent space to
the �ber of p at the cone point �x� c� is g��� and hence by semi�continuity� the tangent space
to the �ber of p at a general point is at most g��� On the other hand� the �ber clearly has
dimension at least g � �� by using projective transformations �xing the hyperplane section
C� Therefore the general �ber has dimension g � ��

Finally let us take up the cases of genus �� and ��� In genus ��� by the above Lemma and
Proposition ���� the dimension of the general �ber of p is at most ��� In fact it is exactly ���
since the generic prime K� surface of genus �� is the hyperplane section of a smooth Fano
threefold� as described in 	Mu
� In genus �� the same remarks apply� using the results of
	C�U
 the dimension of the general �ber of p is again ���

These computations are su�cient to show the following�

Proposition ���� Fix g � �� Then the general �ber of the map p is irreducible�

Proof� Suppose that there are two components in the �ber� Then the point �x� c�� where c
is a general point in the image of p and x represents a cone over the curve represented by c�
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belongs to both components� and hence is a singular point of the �ber� However� we have
shown above that the tangent space to the cone point is exactly the dimension of the �ber�
Thus the �ber must be irreducible�

The above Proposition was proved for low genera in 	C�M�� Theorem ���
�
Let Fg be the moduli space for prime K� surfaces of genus g� Let Ig be the moduli space

of pairs �S�C�� where �S�OS�C�� � Fg� and C is a stable curve on S� We have a natural
projection  � Ig � Fg� and a natural map � � Ig �Mg� where Mg is the moduli space for
curves of genus g� We note that dimFg � ��� and dim Ig � g � ���

Theorem ��	� For � � g � � and for g � ��� the map � is dominant� and the general �ber
is irreducible� For g � ��� the codimension of the image of � is one� and for g � ��� the
codimension of the image of � is two� For g � ��� the map � is birational onto its image�
Moreover� for g � �� and g � ��� the general canonical curve which is the hyperplane section
of a prime K� surface lies on a unique one� up to projective transformations�

The proof is an easy consequence of the previous Proposition� since the �bers of the map
� at the moduli space level are obtained by taking the �bers of the map p at the Hilbert
scheme level and dividing by the action of the projective group�

Corollary ��� Let Hg be the Hilbert scheme of prime K� surfaces of genus g� Let Xg be
the locus in Hg representing cones over hyperplane sections of the surfaces in Hg� Then the
codimension of Xg in Hg is �C �

P
k�� h

��NC��k�� where C is a general curve in the image
of p� In particular� Xg has codimension one in Hg if and only if g � �� or g � ���

Proof� Let � be the dimension of the image of p� By the above discussion� we have that
the general �ber of p has dimension g � �C �

P
k�� h

��NC��k�� where C is a general curve
in the image of p� Since the map q is surjective with g�dimensional �bers� we see that Hg

has dimension � � �C �
P

k�� h
��NC��k��� On the other hand� it is elementary that Xg

has dimension �� This proves the general statement� and the �nal statement follows from
Theorem ����

We remark that if one considers a general point of Xg� representing a cone X with vertex
v� and if we are in the corank one case of g � �� or g � ��� then the only embedded
deformations of X are either to smooth K� surfaces �represented by points of Hg� or to
other cones� Therefore this singularity cannot be  partially smoothed!� any deformation
either is a total smoothing� or is topologically trivial�

In conclusion� let us remark that the results here lead naturally to the following questions�
Suppose that g � ��� and consider the moduli space Mg for curves of genus g� Let Ng

be the locus representing curves with non�surjective Gaussian maps� Let Kg be the locus
representing hyperplane sections of smooth primeK� surfaces of genus g� Is Kg a component
of Ng� What are the components of Ng when it is not irreducible� The �rst question has a
positive answer in genus ��� by 	C�U
� and in this case Ng is irreducible� Finally� a related
question is� does every stable curve with corank one Gaussian map lie on a numerical K�
surface� We know of no counterexamples to this the other examples of curves with corank
one Gaussian map are planar graph curves� or hypersurface sections of cones over canonical
curves� all of which lie on numerical K��s�
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���� Fano Threefolds� We note that Theorem ��� extends the result of Mori and Mukai
�see 	M�M
 and 	Mu
� which only proves that � is generically �nite if g � ��� Our more precise
statement can be applied to the existence and irreducibility of families of Fano threefolds as
we now explain�

A prime Fano threefold of genus g is a smooth projective threefold of degree �g � � in
P
g�� whose hyperplane class is anticanonical� and generates the Picard group� Note that by

standard Noether�Lefschetz�type arguments� the general hyperplane section of a prime Fano
threefold of genus g is a prime K� surface of genus g �see e�g� 	Mo
�� Therefore the general
curve section of a prime Fano threefold is a canonical curve which is at least ��extendable
hence the corank of the Gaussian map for these curve sections must be at least two� by Zak�s
Theorem �see 	B�E�L
��

Let Vg be the Hilbert scheme of prime Fano threefolds of genus g� Next we remark that
the general hyperplane section S of a prime Fano V represented by a general point in any
component of Vg describes a general primeK� surface� In other words� the second projection
from any component of the Hilbert scheme of pairs �V� S� to Hg is surjective� This follows by
considering the two maps H��TV �� H��TV jS� and H��TS�� H��TV jS�� The second map is
surjective� the next term in the cohomology sequence is H��NS�V �� and since NS�V

�� OS����
this H� vanishes�

The �rst map has corank at most one� since the next term in the cohomology sequence
is H��TV ������ which is Serre dual to H����

V �� and therefore has dimension one since V is
prime� On the other hand this �rst map cannot be surjective if it were� every deformation of
S to �rst order would come from deforming V � and since there are non�algebraic deformations
of S� this is not possible�

Hence �rst map has corank exactly one and the second map is surjective� which� by
standard deformation theory arguments� proves the above statement� a general hyperplane
section of a general Fano �in any component of Vg� is a general prime K� surface�

The following theorem now follows from the above remarks and Theorem ����

Theorem ���� The Hilbert scheme Vg is empty for g � �� and g � ���

The above theorem was �rst proved by V�A� Iskovskih in 	I
� and reproved in the above
spirit by S� Mukai in 	Mu
�

Now let us turn to the question of irreducibility of the Hilbert scheme Vg�
We assume from now on that g � �� since the lower genera are complete interesections

and the theory is trivial� Now any prime Fano of genus g can be �atly degenerated to a cone
over its general hyperplane section� Moreover we know that Hg is the only component of
the Hilbert scheme whose general point represents a primeK� surface of genus g� Hence� by
the same argument as was used in the proof of Proposition ���� it will su�ce to show that
the cone over a K� surface represented by a general point in Hg is represented by a smooth
point of Vg�

Let X be such a cone over a K� surface S with curve section C� The tangent space to
the Hilbert scheme containing X has dimension h��NX� �

P
k�� h

��NS��k�� � h��NS� �
h��NS����� � h��NS����� since S is cut out by quadrics� Now h��NS� is the dimension of
Hg� which is g� � �g � ��� The space H��NS����� is the tangent space to the �ber of the
map p � Fg � Cg introduced in Section ���� and by the results there we deduce that this
space has dimension h��NC����� � h��NC������ Finally h��NS����� is� by semi�continuity
upon deforming to a cone over C� at most h��NC������ Therefore� by Lemma ���� we have
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the following formula�

h��NX� �

��
�
g� � �g � �� � �C if g � �� and

g� � �g � �� � �C � � if g � ��
�����

�
By the results of Fano and Iskovskih� for � � g � �� and g � ��� �see 	I
 and 	Mu
�� the

Hilbert scheme Vg is non�empty indeed� there are examples for these genera which provide
families with the number of moduli and parameters shown in Table Two also shown there
is the corank �C of the Gaussian map for the general curve section C�

Table Two
genus g number of moduli number of parameters �C

� �� �� ��
� �� �� �
� �� ��� �
� �� ��� �
�� �� ��� �
�� � ��� �

The number of moduli for each of the examples are computed easily using projective
arguments� The number of parameters for the family in P

g�� which these examples �ll out
is obtained simply by adding the number of projective transformations of Pg��� which is of
course g� � �g � �� The �nal column giving the value of the corank of the Gaussian map is
taken from 	C�M�� Theorem ���
 and Section ����

Now comparing the number of parameters for these families with the tangent space to
the Hilbert scheme at the general cone� we see that the upper bound for the tangent space
dimension given in ����� coincides for each of these genera with the number of parameters�
Therefore we can conclude the following�

Theorem ��
� For � � g � �� and g � ��� the point of Vg represented by a cone over
a general prime K� surface S in Hg is a smooth point of Vg� Moreover� Vg is irreducible�
and the examples of Fano and Iskovskih �ll out all of Vg� Finally� the �ber of the second
projection from pairs �V� S� to Hg is irreducible� in genus ��� this implies that the general
prime K� surface lies on a unique prime Fano� up to projective transformations�

Note that the above theorem can be viewed as a classi�cation theorem for prime Fano
threefolds� This approach to the theory of Fano threefolds avoids completely the necessity
of proving the existence of lines and the method of double projection� It is clear that using
this approach the entire theory and classi�cation of Fano threefolds can be re�formulated�
For the non�prime Fanos� a similar analysis can be made this involves a careful study of the
corank of the Gaussian map and the cohomology of the normal bundle for curves on general
non�prime K� surfaces� This we will return to in a later paper� as mentioned at the end of
Section ����
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